Knox counties, which passed in Chalkbeat TN about the
legislation. Governor Lee's gun reform bill to Hamilton and
Tennessee legislature's race to be seen. Though the 2023 legislative session is moving towards it close, Ed Trust TN
will continue to remain an active advocacy partner and informative resource.
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Specifc conditions, among other changes. For Ed Trust TN's ongoing
advocacy efforts, the proposed law will affect students currently in the third grade. The
retention, with advocates and educators posing relevant concerns about
the expansion.

Advocates will continue to watch developments on this bill, its implications
opposition to the proposed expansion into Knoxville's public schools.

Schools, passed in mid February on 19-6 vote. That measure, however, saw
expand the contested program to Chattanooga-area Hamilton County
LEAs including Hamilton and Knox, passed the House on a 57-35 vote on
amended lawmakers this week as the legislature concludes its 2023 business. An
Ed Trust TN's investments in Tennessee State University, our state's only public
historically Black college or university (HBCU), and nearly $100K to
yet another audit of Tennessee State University, our state's only public
developments of 2023,_passed literacy retention bill, and $8 million toward expanding behavioral
million recurring for the closely watched
billion budget include $1.1 billion toward the Tennessee Investment in
adjourn this evening, signaling an end to the rst year of the two-year 113th
A more tumultuous-than-usual legislative session is widely expected to
continue this year with debates expected to
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